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Free epub The road to terror stalin and the
self destruction of the bolsheviks 1932 1939
updated and abridged edition annals of
communism series Copy
the rise of the bolsheviks is an epic russian story that now has a definitive end the major historian of
the subject adam ulam has enlarged his classic work with a new preface that puts the revolutionary
moment and especially lenin in perspective for our modern age discusses the formation and history of
the red army 1918 1923 for generations in the west cold war animosity blocked dispassionate
accounts of the russian revolution this history authoritatively restores the upheaval s primary social
actors workers soldiers and peasants to their rightful place at the center of the revolutionary process
this book offers a new interpretation of the russian revolution finding that nearly two thirds of the
bolsheviks were ethnic minorities what was the real impact and significance of the october revolution
of 1917 this avowedly revisionist interpretation by a major russian dissident seeks to place lenin and
those around him in the proper perspective since the takeover of russia was the result of a coup d
état by a tiny minority of criminals that yuri felshtinsky doesn t hesitate to call gangsters the
communist regime was doomed from the start yuri felshtinsky received a phd in history from rutgers
university his books include the failure of the world revolution 1991 blowing up russia with alexander
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litvinenko 2007 and the corporation russia and the kgb in the age of president putin with vladimir
pribylovsky 2008 he lives near boston massachusetts based mainly on unknown russian archival
sources which have previously been unobtainable this book analyses the bolshevik concepts of the
chinese revolution and their reception in china issues include the role of the three bolshevik leaders
lenin stalin and trotsky in trying to lead the chinese communists to victory the real nature of the
trotsky stalin split in the comintern and a dramatic history of the chinese oppositionist movement in
soviet russia now updated with new facts and abridged for use in soviet history courses this gripping
book assembles top secret soviet documents translated into english from the era of stalin s purges
the dossiers police reports private letters secret transcripts and other documents expose the hidden
inner workings of the communist party and the dark inhumanity of the purge process book cover
seminar paper from the year 2010 in the subject history europe other countries ages of world wars
grade 1 university of vienna geschichte language english abstract a complete accounting of all the
victims of the bolsheviks from the start of the revolution 1917 to stalins death in 1953 access to
newly opened archives has allowed alexander rabinowitch to substantially rewrite the history of how
the bolsheviks consolidated their power in russia focusing on the first year of soviet rule in st
petersburg he shows how state organs evolved in the face of repeated crises this special facsimile
edition marking the 80th anniversary of the russian revolution reveals lenin s mind on the eve of the
revolution completed by lenin founder of the soviet union on october 1 1917 this historic work was
first published in english by the labour publishing company to launch its the workers library series an
expert work remarkable for its objectivity judiciousness and its sure handling of the available
evidence political science quarterly a fine piece of historical writing soviet studies an able and
scholarly inquiry into the perplexing abortive petrograd uprising of june and july 1917 a very
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interesting view of revolutionary action on the local level foreign affairs first published in 1968 this
pioneering study of revolutionary events in petrograd in the summer of 1917 revised the established
view of the bolsheviks as a monolithic party rabinowitch documents how the party s pluralistic nature
had crucial implications for the outcome of the revolution in october seminar paper from the year
2010 in the subject history of europe ages of world wars grade 1 university of vienna geschichte
language english abstract a complete accounting of all the victims of the bolsheviks from the start of
the revolution 1917 to stalins death in 1953 the emergence of the military agency of the soviet state
is a crucial but neglected aspect of inter war soviet history and in this pioneering study francesco
benvenuti provides a detailed analysis of the politics as opposed to the operational activities of the
red army during the civil war several historians have suggested that the roots of stalinism may be
found in the bolshevik experience during the civil war and benvenuti shows that the military
opposition inside the party was much stronger than conventionally supposed trotsky s subsequent
political weakness owed much to his ruthless pursuit of military goals not always in direct harmony
with party interests as did his technocratic attempts to extend the role of specialist advisers at the
expense of party officials in a timely re examination of the origins of the system which fell apart so
dramatically in 1991 this book deals with the policies of the soviets towards the non russian
nationalities of the former russian empire making extensive use of previously unavailable material
from the soviet archives jeremy smith explores the attempts of the bolsheviks to promote the
development of minority nationalities in the soviet context through a combination of political cultural
and educational measures and looks at the disputes surrounding the creation of the soviet union
excerpt from the facts about the bolsheviks compiled from the accounts of trustworthy eye witnesses
and the russian press so many conflicting statements have been made in this country about the
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bolsheviks both in denunciation of them and in their favour that a plain account of the facts in regard
to the condition of those parts of russia in which they are in power must be of interest to the general
public it is the aim of this pamphlet to present as objective and dispassionate a picture as possible of
bolshevik rule based upon the evidence only of trustworthy eye witnesses and as far as possible of
the bolsheviks official press and publications the short summary of the events which preceded the
bolsheviks rise to power and of the ideas upon which the bolsheviks leaders base their legislation is
inserted in order that readers may be acquainted with the position in russia in november 1917 when
the bolsheviks overthrew kerensky s provisional government about the publisher forgotten books
publishes hundreds of thousands of rare and classic books find more at forgottenbooks com this book
is a reproduction of an important historical work forgotten books uses state of the art technology to
digitally reconstruct the work preserving the original format whilst repairing imperfections present in
the aged copy in rare cases an imperfection in the original such as a blemish or missing page may be
replicated in our edition we do however repair the vast majority of imperfections successfully any
imperfections that remain are intentionally left to preserve the state of such historical works contents
the struggle for the creation of a social democratic labour party in russia 1883 1901 formation of the
russian social democratic labour party appearance of the bolshevik and the menshevik groups within
the party 1901 1904 the mensheviks and the bolsheviks in the period of the russo japanese war and
the first russian revolution 1904 1907 the mensheviks and the bolsheviks in the period of the stolypin
reaction the bolsheviks constitute themselves an independent marxist party 1908 1912 the bolshevik
party during the new rise of the working class movement before the first imperialist war 1912 1914
the bolshevik party in the period of the imperialist war the second revolution in russia 1914 march
1917 the bolshevik party in the period of preparation and realization of the october socialist revolution
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april 1917 1918 the bolshevik party in the period of foreign military intervention and civil war 1918
1920 the bolshevik party in the period of transition to the peaceful work of economic restoration 1921
1925 the bolshevik party in the struggle for the socialist industrialization of the country 1926 1929 the
bolshevik party in the struggle for the collectivization of agriculture 1930 1934 the bolshevik party in
the struggle to complete the building of the socialist society introduction of the new constitution 1935
1937 until the publication of this book in 1974 the leaders of the october revolution remained very
badly known this book exhumes the autobiographies written by the men whose actions and ideas
have moulded events unique as sources of documentation on the bolsheviks these autobiographies
encompassing personal and political information up to 1917 add an important historical dimension
they allow the reader to appreciate more accurately the role played by each of the protagonists in
preparing and carrying out the revolution and beyond this they put the bolsheviks of 1917 in the
context of their social milieu and of the circumstances that shaped their minds in this book
distinguished scholars from east and west draw on recently opened archives to challenge the
commonly held view that the bolsheviks enjoyed widespread support and that their early history was
simply a march toward inevitable victory they show instead that during this period russian society
was at war with itself and with the bolsheviks authors discuss such previously neglected subjects as
government policies toward women and toward religious institutions the protests of workers and
peasants and the anti bolshevik movements and parties describing not one civil war but several social
political and military confrontations going on simultaneously they portray a russia in turmoil and on
outcome that was by no means inevitable one of the most renowned soviet writers of the twentieth
century maxim gorky was an early supporter of the bolsheviks he became disillusioned with the turn
of events after the 1917 revolution however and wrote a series of critical articles for the magazine
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new life that eventually caused the new communist government to close down the publication
untimely thoughts is a collection of these articles it is at once a brilliant analysis of the russian
national character a condemnation of the bolshevik methods of government and a vision of a future in
which respect for individual accomplishment replaces the tyranny of the tsars and the brutality of
russian peasant existence a controversial book it was not translated into english until 1968 and was
not published in the soviet union until 1989 the english edition of untimely thoughts is now back in
print with a new introduction and chronology by mark d steinberg originally published as a pamphlet
in 1970 maurice brinton s the bolsheviks and workers control presents a concise yet brilliant historical
critique of revolutionary russia from the year 1917 to 1921 from the bolshevik s ascension to state
power up to and in the aftermath of lenin and trotsky s brutal suppression of the 1921 kronstadt
uprising this small volume offers a critical understanding of the history of the russian revolution that
has too often been obscured by romanticized leninist revision with devastating documentation and
attention to detail brinton s writing exposes the bolshevik counterrevolution and its hostile
resentment toward the self mobilization of the russian working class additionally brinton s work
illuminates crucial distinctions between workers self management of industry and workers control an
alternate idea coined by the bolshevik dictatorship in this way his work asserts and defends the
revolutionary idea that the working class itself can govern the affairs of society outside of the
authority of any state power or ruling class whatever its name or form excerpt from the facts about
the bolsheviks compiled from the accounts of trustworthy eye witnesses and the russian press the
chief duty of the present transition period of the constitution of the russian socialist federal soviet re
public consists in the establishment of the dictatorship of the town and country proletariat and the
poorest peasantry in the form of a powerful all russian soviet government for the complete
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suppression of the bourgeoisie the aboli tion of exploitation of one individual by another and the
establishment of socialism under which neither class differences nor a state power will exist about the
publisher forgotten books publishes hundreds of thousands of rare and classic books find more at
forgottenbooks com this book is a reproduction of an important historical work forgotten books uses
state of the art technology to digitally reconstruct the work preserving the original format whilst
repairing imperfections present in the aged copy in rare cases an imperfection in the original such as
a blemish or missing page may be replicated in our edition we do however repair the vast majority of
imperfections successfully any imperfections that remain are intentionally left to preserve the state of
such historical works this is the first western biography of l b krasin a leader of the bolshevik wing of
the russian social democratic workers party commissar of foreign trade in the soviet government in
the 1920s and one of the foremost soviet diplomats of his era this meticulously documented book is
based on extensive research in soviet and western archives and libraries as well as on krasin s
personal unpublished letters it reviews krasin s revolutionary conduct including his technical
organization of v i lenin s expropriations robberies of tsarist banks and post offices by secret bolshevik
fighting squads krasin s revolutionary activities were quite remarkable considering his prominent
position in russian society by the 1905 revolution he had become one of the leading engineers in the
country and had acquired an international reputation for his expertise in chemical and electrical
engineering this biography examines krasin s significant role in consolidating the soviet government
through the recruitment of technical specialists his pursuit of western credits and loans for economic
reconstruction and modernization and his work to establish diplomatic relations between the new
government and western european governments during the first part of the 1920s the book devotes
considerable attention to the reasons for his staunch defense of the soviet monopoly of foreign trade
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there is also careful treatment of krasin s ideology of a technological utopia a socialist technocracy in
soviet russia how lenin s regime turned russia s priceless cultural patrimony into armored cars trains
planes and machine guns historians have never resolved a central mystery of the russian revolution
how did the bolsheviks despite facing a world of enemies and leaving nothing but economic ruin in
their path manage to stay in power through five long years of civil war in this penetrating book sean
mcmeekin draws on previously undiscovered materials from the soviet ministry of finance and other
european and american archives to expose some of the darkest secrets of russia s early days of
communism building on one archival revelation after another the author reveals how the bolsheviks
financed their aggression through astonishingly extensive thievery their looting included everything
from the cash savings of private citizens to gold silver diamonds jewelry icons antiques and artwork
by tracking illicit soviet financial transactions across europe mcmeekin shows how lenin s regime
accomplished history s greatest heist between 1917 and 1922 and turned centuries of accumulated
wealth into the sinews of class war mcmeekin also names names introducing for the first time the
compliant bankers lawyers and middlemen who for a price helped the bolsheviks launder their loot
impoverish russia and impose their brutal will on millions bolshevism at a deadlock was written karl
kautsky one of the leading marxist intellectuals of the late nineteenth and early twentieth centuries in
response to the catastrophic failures of stalin s first five year plan which was intended to raise russian
industry and productivity to equal that of western europe kautsky sets out to demonstrate how the
repressive autocracy of the bolsheviks and the disregard for economic exigencies achieved nothing
more than the wholesale pauperisation and degradation of the russian people and prophesies the
imminent collapse of soviet russia in the face of mass famine ideological dogmatism and ultimately
the failures inherent in the 1917 revolution itself kautsky s analysis of the situation of socialist russia
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at the beginning of the troubled 1930s will be of interest to students of pre war soviet political
practice economic history and domestic policy detailed examination of the successes and failures of
the bolsheviks in their attempt to establish an administrative system and army in the ukraine this
study explores freud s influence in russia during the 20th century discussing the lives of the russian
freudians the author concludes that the oscillations in russian attitudes toward freud during soviet
rule reflected shifting tensions within russian culture at large brandon taylor aims to provide a full
picture of soviet culture during the years 1917 and 1932 a time when different movements in the art
world vied with each other in claiming to represent the true art of the people in the period of the
dictatorship of the proletariat using archival materials never previously accessible to western scholars
michael david fox analyzes bolshevik party educational and research initiatives in higher learning
after 1917 his fresh consideration of the era of the new economic policy and cultural politics after the
revolution explains how new communist institutions rose to parallel and rival conventional higher
learning from the academy of sciences to the universities beginning with the creation of the first party
school by intellectuals on the island of capri in 1909 david fox argues the bolshevik cultural project
was tightly linked to party educational institutions he provides the first account of the early history
and politics of three major institutions founded after the revolution sverdlov communist university
where the quest to transform everyday life gripped the student movement the institute of red
professors where the bolsheviks sought to train a new communist intellectual or red specialist and the
communist academy headquarters for a planned collectivist proletarian science rather than a
straightforward line up of revolutionaries and counter revolutionaries he shows how the russian civil
war in fact began as an internecine struggle between the bolsheviks and their fellow socialists the
green socialist revolutionaries the classic account of the social economic and political dynamics of the
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first socialist revolution as told by one of its central leaders trotsky describes how under lenin s
leadership the bolshevik party led the working class peasantry and oppressed nationalities to
overturn the monarchist regime of the landlords and capitalists and bring to power a government of
the workers and peasants one that set an example for toilers the world over nowhere are those world
shattering events explained with more clarity and insight than in this powerful account unabridged
edition 3 vols in one trotsky s history is a monumental work studies in east european thought
chronology glossary lists of principal persons parties and political groups index the aims of this work
are to examine the political economic financial and normative reasoning used by the governments
and key departments of state of the three main victors of the first world war the united states britain
and france in their decision making on the question of whether or not to trade with the soviet union in
the inter war years and to put the debate about russian trade within these countries into the wider
context of the domestic political and economic problems facing them and in particular to examine
how the economic legacy of the revolution especially the denunciation of all czarist era debts to the
west and the confiscation of western property in the soviet union as well as the question of
concessions discussion of which parallelled the debate on trade this scarce antiquarian book is a
facsimile reprint of the original due to its age it may contain imperfections such as marks notations
marginalia and flawed pages because we believe this work is culturally important we have made it
available as part of our commitment for protecting preserving and promoting the world s literature in
affordable high quality modern editions that are true to the original work



The Bolsheviks
2009-06-30

the rise of the bolsheviks is an epic russian story that now has a definitive end the major historian of
the subject adam ulam has enlarged his classic work with a new preface that puts the revolutionary
moment and especially lenin in perspective for our modern age

The Bolsheviks in Power
1984

discusses the formation and history of the red army 1918 1923

Lenin and the Bolsheviks
1966

for generations in the west cold war animosity blocked dispassionate accounts of the russian
revolution this history authoritatively restores the upheaval s primary social actors workers soldiers
and peasants to their rightful place at the center of the revolutionary process



The Bolsheviks Come to Power
2004

this book offers a new interpretation of the russian revolution finding that nearly two thirds of the
bolsheviks were ethnic minorities

The Bolsheviks and the Russian Empire
2012-11-12

what was the real impact and significance of the october revolution of 1917 this avowedly revisionist
interpretation by a major russian dissident seeks to place lenin and those around him in the proper
perspective since the takeover of russia was the result of a coup d état by a tiny minority of criminals
that yuri felshtinsky doesn t hesitate to call gangsters the communist regime was doomed from the
start yuri felshtinsky received a phd in history from rutgers university his books include the failure of
the world revolution 1991 blowing up russia with alexander litvinenko 2007 and the corporation russia
and the kgb in the age of president putin with vladimir pribylovsky 2008 he lives near boston
massachusetts



Lenin and His Comrades
2010-10-26

based mainly on unknown russian archival sources which have previously been unobtainable this
book analyses the bolshevik concepts of the chinese revolution and their reception in china issues
include the role of the three bolshevik leaders lenin stalin and trotsky in trying to lead the chinese
communists to victory the real nature of the trotsky stalin split in the comintern and a dramatic
history of the chinese oppositionist movement in soviet russia

The Bolsheviks and the Chinese Revolution 1919-1927
2013-10-23

now updated with new facts and abridged for use in soviet history courses this gripping book
assembles top secret soviet documents translated into english from the era of stalin s purges the
dossiers police reports private letters secret transcripts and other documents expose the hidden inner
workings of the communist party and the dark inhumanity of the purge process book cover



The Bolsheviks
1976

seminar paper from the year 2010 in the subject history europe other countries ages of world wars
grade 1 university of vienna geschichte language english abstract a complete accounting of all the
victims of the bolsheviks from the start of the revolution 1917 to stalins death in 1953

The Bolsheviks
1973

access to newly opened archives has allowed alexander rabinowitch to substantially rewrite the
history of how the bolsheviks consolidated their power in russia focusing on the first year of soviet
rule in st petersburg he shows how state organs evolved in the face of repeated crises

Road to Terror
2010-01-01

this special facsimile edition marking the 80th anniversary of the russian revolution reveals lenin s
mind on the eve of the revolution completed by lenin founder of the soviet union on october 1 1917



this historic work was first published in english by the labour publishing company to launch its the
workers library series

The Bolsheviks
1971

an expert work remarkable for its objectivity judiciousness and its sure handling of the available
evidence political science quarterly a fine piece of historical writing soviet studies an able and
scholarly inquiry into the perplexing abortive petrograd uprising of june and july 1917 a very
interesting view of revolutionary action on the local level foreign affairs first published in 1968 this
pioneering study of revolutionary events in petrograd in the summer of 1917 revised the established
view of the bolsheviks as a monolithic party rabinowitch documents how the party s pluralistic nature
had crucial implications for the outcome of the revolution in october

Victims of the Bolsheviks
2011

seminar paper from the year 2010 in the subject history of europe ages of world wars grade 1
university of vienna geschichte language english abstract a complete accounting of all the victims of
the bolsheviks from the start of the revolution 1917 to stalins death in 1953



The Bolsheviks and the October Revolution
1974

the emergence of the military agency of the soviet state is a crucial but neglected aspect of inter war
soviet history and in this pioneering study francesco benvenuti provides a detailed analysis of the
politics as opposed to the operational activities of the red army during the civil war several historians
have suggested that the roots of stalinism may be found in the bolshevik experience during the civil
war and benvenuti shows that the military opposition inside the party was much stronger than
conventionally supposed trotsky s subsequent political weakness owed much to his ruthless pursuit of
military goals not always in direct harmony with party interests as did his technocratic attempts to
extend the role of specialist advisers at the expense of party officials

The Bolsheviks in Power
2008

in a timely re examination of the origins of the system which fell apart so dramatically in 1991 this
book deals with the policies of the soviets towards the non russian nationalities of the former russian
empire making extensive use of previously unavailable material from the soviet archives jeremy
smith explores the attempts of the bolsheviks to promote the development of minority nationalities in
the soviet context through a combination of political cultural and educational measures and looks at



the disputes surrounding the creation of the soviet union

Will the Bolsheviks Maintain Power?
1997

excerpt from the facts about the bolsheviks compiled from the accounts of trustworthy eye witnesses
and the russian press so many conflicting statements have been made in this country about the
bolsheviks both in denunciation of them and in their favour that a plain account of the facts in regard
to the condition of those parts of russia in which they are in power must be of interest to the general
public it is the aim of this pamphlet to present as objective and dispassionate a picture as possible of
bolshevik rule based upon the evidence only of trustworthy eye witnesses and as far as possible of
the bolsheviks official press and publications the short summary of the events which preceded the
bolsheviks rise to power and of the ideas upon which the bolsheviks leaders base their legislation is
inserted in order that readers may be acquainted with the position in russia in november 1917 when
the bolsheviks overthrew kerensky s provisional government about the publisher forgotten books
publishes hundreds of thousands of rare and classic books find more at forgottenbooks com this book
is a reproduction of an important historical work forgotten books uses state of the art technology to
digitally reconstruct the work preserving the original format whilst repairing imperfections present in
the aged copy in rare cases an imperfection in the original such as a blemish or missing page may be
replicated in our edition we do however repair the vast majority of imperfections successfully any
imperfections that remain are intentionally left to preserve the state of such historical works



Prelude to Revolution
1991-08-22

contents the struggle for the creation of a social democratic labour party in russia 1883 1901
formation of the russian social democratic labour party appearance of the bolshevik and the
menshevik groups within the party 1901 1904 the mensheviks and the bolsheviks in the period of the
russo japanese war and the first russian revolution 1904 1907 the mensheviks and the bolsheviks in
the period of the stolypin reaction the bolsheviks constitute themselves an independent marxist party
1908 1912 the bolshevik party during the new rise of the working class movement before the first
imperialist war 1912 1914 the bolshevik party in the period of the imperialist war the second
revolution in russia 1914 march 1917 the bolshevik party in the period of preparation and realization
of the october socialist revolution april 1917 1918 the bolshevik party in the period of foreign military
intervention and civil war 1918 1920 the bolshevik party in the period of transition to the peaceful
work of economic restoration 1921 1925 the bolshevik party in the struggle for the socialist
industrialization of the country 1926 1929 the bolshevik party in the struggle for the collectivization of
agriculture 1930 1934 the bolshevik party in the struggle to complete the building of the socialist
society introduction of the new constitution 1935 1937



Victims of the Bolsheviks
2011-01-11

until the publication of this book in 1974 the leaders of the october revolution remained very badly
known this book exhumes the autobiographies written by the men whose actions and ideas have
moulded events unique as sources of documentation on the bolsheviks these autobiographies
encompassing personal and political information up to 1917 add an important historical dimension
they allow the reader to appreciate more accurately the role played by each of the protagonists in
preparing and carrying out the revolution and beyond this they put the bolsheviks of 1917 in the
context of their social milieu and of the circumstances that shaped their minds

The Bolsheviks and the Red Army 1918-1921
1988-10-28

in this book distinguished scholars from east and west draw on recently opened archives to challenge
the commonly held view that the bolsheviks enjoyed widespread support and that their early history
was simply a march toward inevitable victory they show instead that during this period russian
society was at war with itself and with the bolsheviks authors discuss such previously neglected
subjects as government policies toward women and toward religious institutions the protests of
workers and peasants and the anti bolshevik movements and parties describing not one civil war but



several social political and military confrontations going on simultaneously they portray a russia in
turmoil and on outcome that was by no means inevitable

Lenin and the Bolsheviks
1973

one of the most renowned soviet writers of the twentieth century maxim gorky was an early supporter
of the bolsheviks he became disillusioned with the turn of events after the 1917 revolution however
and wrote a series of critical articles for the magazine new life that eventually caused the new
communist government to close down the publication untimely thoughts is a collection of these
articles it is at once a brilliant analysis of the russian national character a condemnation of the
bolshevik methods of government and a vision of a future in which respect for individual
accomplishment replaces the tyranny of the tsars and the brutality of russian peasant existence a
controversial book it was not translated into english until 1968 and was not published in the soviet
union until 1989 the english edition of untimely thoughts is now back in print with a new introduction
and chronology by mark d steinberg

The Bolsheviks and the National Question, 1917–23
1999-01-13



originally published as a pamphlet in 1970 maurice brinton s the bolsheviks and workers control
presents a concise yet brilliant historical critique of revolutionary russia from the year 1917 to 1921
from the bolshevik s ascension to state power up to and in the aftermath of lenin and trotsky s brutal
suppression of the 1921 kronstadt uprising this small volume offers a critical understanding of the
history of the russian revolution that has too often been obscured by romanticized leninist revision
with devastating documentation and attention to detail brinton s writing exposes the bolshevik
counterrevolution and its hostile resentment toward the self mobilization of the russian working class
additionally brinton s work illuminates crucial distinctions between workers self management of
industry and workers control an alternate idea coined by the bolshevik dictatorship in this way his
work asserts and defends the revolutionary idea that the working class itself can govern the affairs of
society outside of the authority of any state power or ruling class whatever its name or form

The Facts About the Bolsheviks
2015-06-16

excerpt from the facts about the bolsheviks compiled from the accounts of trustworthy eye witnesses
and the russian press the chief duty of the present transition period of the constitution of the russian
socialist federal soviet re public consists in the establishment of the dictatorship of the town and
country proletariat and the poorest peasantry in the form of a powerful all russian soviet government
for the complete suppression of the bourgeoisie the aboli tion of exploitation of one individual by
another and the establishment of socialism under which neither class differences nor a state power



will exist about the publisher forgotten books publishes hundreds of thousands of rare and classic
books find more at forgottenbooks com this book is a reproduction of an important historical work
forgotten books uses state of the art technology to digitally reconstruct the work preserving the
original format whilst repairing imperfections present in the aged copy in rare cases an imperfection
in the original such as a blemish or missing page may be replicated in our edition we do however
repair the vast majority of imperfections successfully any imperfections that remain are intentionally
left to preserve the state of such historical works

History of the Communist Party of the Soviet Union
(Bolsheviks)
2005-01-01

this is the first western biography of l b krasin a leader of the bolshevik wing of the russian social
democratic workers party commissar of foreign trade in the soviet government in the 1920s and one
of the foremost soviet diplomats of his era this meticulously documented book is based on extensive
research in soviet and western archives and libraries as well as on krasin s personal unpublished
letters it reviews krasin s revolutionary conduct including his technical organization of v i lenin s
expropriations robberies of tsarist banks and post offices by secret bolshevik fighting squads krasin s
revolutionary activities were quite remarkable considering his prominent position in russian society by
the 1905 revolution he had become one of the leading engineers in the country and had acquired an



international reputation for his expertise in chemical and electrical engineering this biography
examines krasin s significant role in consolidating the soviet government through the recruitment of
technical specialists his pursuit of western credits and loans for economic reconstruction and
modernization and his work to establish diplomatic relations between the new government and
western european governments during the first part of the 1920s the book devotes considerable
attention to the reasons for his staunch defense of the soviet monopoly of foreign trade there is also
careful treatment of krasin s ideology of a technological utopia a socialist technocracy in soviet russia

Makers of the Russian Revolution
2017-02-17

how lenin s regime turned russia s priceless cultural patrimony into armored cars trains planes and
machine guns historians have never resolved a central mystery of the russian revolution how did the
bolsheviks despite facing a world of enemies and leaving nothing but economic ruin in their path
manage to stay in power through five long years of civil war in this penetrating book sean mcmeekin
draws on previously undiscovered materials from the soviet ministry of finance and other european
and american archives to expose some of the darkest secrets of russia s early days of communism
building on one archival revelation after another the author reveals how the bolsheviks financed their
aggression through astonishingly extensive thievery their looting included everything from the cash
savings of private citizens to gold silver diamonds jewelry icons antiques and artwork by tracking illicit
soviet financial transactions across europe mcmeekin shows how lenin s regime accomplished history



s greatest heist between 1917 and 1922 and turned centuries of accumulated wealth into the sinews
of class war mcmeekin also names names introducing for the first time the compliant bankers lawyers
and middlemen who for a price helped the bolsheviks launder their loot impoverish russia and impose
their brutal will on millions

The Bolsheviks in Russian Society
1997

bolshevism at a deadlock was written karl kautsky one of the leading marxist intellectuals of the late
nineteenth and early twentieth centuries in response to the catastrophic failures of stalin s first five
year plan which was intended to raise russian industry and productivity to equal that of western
europe kautsky sets out to demonstrate how the repressive autocracy of the bolsheviks and the
disregard for economic exigencies achieved nothing more than the wholesale pauperisation and
degradation of the russian people and prophesies the imminent collapse of soviet russia in the face of
mass famine ideological dogmatism and ultimately the failures inherent in the 1917 revolution itself
kautsky s analysis of the situation of socialist russia at the beginning of the troubled 1930s will be of
interest to students of pre war soviet political practice economic history and domestic policy



Untimely Thoughts
1968

detailed examination of the successes and failures of the bolsheviks in their attempt to establish an
administrative system and army in the ukraine

The Bolsheviks and Workers' Control
2013-11-21

this study explores freud s influence in russia during the 20th century discussing the lives of the
russian freudians the author concludes that the oscillations in russian attitudes toward freud during
soviet rule reflected shifting tensions within russian culture at large

The Facts about the Bolsheviks
2017-11-13

brandon taylor aims to provide a full picture of soviet culture during the years 1917 and 1932 a time
when different movements in the art world vied with each other in claiming to represent the true art
of the people in the period of the dictatorship of the proletariat



The Engineer Of Revolution
1992-03-22

using archival materials never previously accessible to western scholars michael david fox analyzes
bolshevik party educational and research initiatives in higher learning after 1917 his fresh
consideration of the era of the new economic policy and cultural politics after the revolution explains
how new communist institutions rose to parallel and rival conventional higher learning from the
academy of sciences to the universities beginning with the creation of the first party school by
intellectuals on the island of capri in 1909 david fox argues the bolshevik cultural project was tightly
linked to party educational institutions he provides the first account of the early history and politics of
three major institutions founded after the revolution sverdlov communist university where the quest
to transform everyday life gripped the student movement the institute of red professors where the
bolsheviks sought to train a new communist intellectual or red specialist and the communist academy
headquarters for a planned collectivist proletarian science

History's Greatest Heist
2008-12-17

rather than a straightforward line up of revolutionaries and counter revolutionaries he shows how the
russian civil war in fact began as an internecine struggle between the bolsheviks and their fellow



socialists the green socialist revolutionaries

Bolshevism at a Deadlock (Routledge Revivals)
2014-03-18

the classic account of the social economic and political dynamics of the first socialist revolution as
told by one of its central leaders trotsky describes how under lenin s leadership the bolshevik party
led the working class peasantry and oppressed nationalities to overturn the monarchist regime of the
landlords and capitalists and bring to power a government of the workers and peasants one that set
an example for toilers the world over nowhere are those world shattering events explained with more
clarity and insight than in this powerful account unabridged edition 3 vols in one trotsky s history is a
monumental work studies in east european thought chronology glossary lists of principal persons
parties and political groups index

Bolsheviks in the Ukraine
1963

the aims of this work are to examine the political economic financial and normative reasoning used by
the governments and key departments of state of the three main victors of the first world war the
united states britain and france in their decision making on the question of whether or not to trade



with the soviet union in the inter war years and to put the debate about russian trade within these
countries into the wider context of the domestic political and economic problems facing them and in
particular to examine how the economic legacy of the revolution especially the denunciation of all
czarist era debts to the west and the confiscation of western property in the soviet union as well as
the question of concessions discussion of which parallelled the debate on trade

Freud and the Bolsheviks
1998-01-01

this scarce antiquarian book is a facsimile reprint of the original due to its age it may contain
imperfections such as marks notations marginalia and flawed pages because we believe this work is
culturally important we have made it available as part of our commitment for protecting preserving
and promoting the world s literature in affordable high quality modern editions that are true to the
original work

Art and Literature Under the Bolsheviks: Authority and
revolution 1924-1932
1991



Revolution of the Mind
2016-11-01

The Bolsheviks and the World War
1960

The Origins of the Russian Civil War
1996

The History of the Russian Revolution
1980



Trading with the Bolsheviks
1992

The Practice and Theory of Bolshevism (1921)
2009-04

The Bolsheviks and the World War
1940
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